Cars de tourisme et camping-cars

P+R Elsau pour vous faciliter la ville !

PARKING TRAM ET BUS
Simple, pratique, économique !

CAR PARK TRAM AND BUS
Simple, practical and economical !

PARKPLATZ STRASSENBAHN UND BUS
Einfach, bequem und kostengünstig!
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The P+R ticket is distributed at the entrance of the car park.

The ticket entitles you to:

- **parking on the day of use.**
  Parking at the P+R rate is limited to one day of use until 7:00 am the next day. Beyond this, an increase of 10€ per day of parking without access to the transport network is applied.

- **a roundtrip on the CTS network for 1 to 7 people travelling together within a day,** with or without a connection within one hour of the first validation.
  To be validated on the tram platform, both on the way in and out, including the connection.

Operating hours of the tram network: from 4:30 am to 00:30 from Monday to Saturday, and from 05:30 to 00:30 on Sunday and Holidays (except the 1st of May).

The Elsau P+R is not a night rest area, motorhome parking at night is prohibited.

*Rules of use available on www.cts-strasbourg.eu (section “Getting around” – Park and Ride).*

## TICKETS AND USAGE FEE

Payment of the fee is made at the automatic payment machine.

Rates:

- **Motorhome** under 3 meters: **6,10 €**
- **Coach** and motorhome **over 3 meters:** **18,60 €**

The P+R rate applies to a day of use of the transport network, beyond one day a surcharge (10 €) is applicable by additional day of parking if the vehicle has not exited by 7:00 am the next day.

* Only 7 occupants of the coach will be able to use the ticket given at the entrance to the parking to use the tram and bus. The other occupants will have to carry a ticket to the vending machines placed on the tram platform Elsau or on the CTS App.

** During the Strasbourg Christmas Market, a single fare of **34€** including the parking of the bus and a round trip for passengers within the limit of 80 tickets is applied for the coaches (ticket issued from 8am to 6pm). *This rate is available all year round, but only on prior order (polecommercial@cts-strasbourg.fr - •3 (0)3 88 77 70 72). More details : www.cts-strasbourg.eu (section Getting around / Park and Ride).*

Any exit from the car park after payment at the automatic payment machines is final.